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ENV/438/2017/191-(IUL)438 ނަންބަރު:  2017 ރސޕެްޓމެްބަ 13 ތާރޚީް:  

  

 އޢިުލާން   

 .ބހެޭ މއާި ދނޭެ ފރަތާއެް ހދޯު ލވިޑްް ކލްއަމިޓެް ޕލޮިއޓުަނޓްސްް އއާި ބހެޭ ވޑީއިޯ ސޕްޓޮް އއެް ތއަޔްރާކުށޮް -ޝޓޯް 

 ސްޕޓޮް  ވީޑިއޯ ބެހޭ އާއި ޕޮލިއޓުަނޓްްސް ކްލައިމޓެް ލިވްޑް-ޝޯޓް މިނިސްޓްރީ އޮފް އނެްވަޔަރމަަނޓްް އެންޑް އެނާރޖީން 
 ބނޭުންވެއެވެ.ފަރާތެއް ހޯދަން  ތައްޔާރުކޮށދްޭނެ އެއް

މްސް އޮފް ރފިަރެންސް' މނިިސްޓްރީގެ ވބެްސައޓިުން ރބެހޭ އިތުރު މަޢލުޫމާތު ހމިެނޭ 'ޓާ ވީޑިއޯ ސޕްޓޮް ތައްޔާރުކުރމުއާިމި 
)www.environment.gov.mv( .ެއަދި މި އިޢލުާނާއެކު ޑައނުްލޯޑް ކުރެވޭ ގތޮަށް  ޑައނުްލޯޑް ކުރވެެން ހުނންާނެއެވ

 އޓެޭޗް ކުރެވފިައިވާނެއެވެ.
 

 ހުށހަޅަނަވްީ ތަކެތި :
 

 ެޕްރޮޕޯސލަް ޓެކްނިކަލް  އަދި އަގު މަސައްކަތުގ 
 'ްއާއި އެއްގތޮަށް މައުލޫމާތު  'ރފިަރެންސް އޮފް ޓާރމްސ 
  ުމަސައްކތަް ނނިްމޭނެ މުއްދަތ 
 ްޖިސްޓްރޝޭަންރޖަސިްޓްރޝޭަން ކޮޕީ، ޖީ.އެސް.ޓީ ރަ ކނުްފނުީގެ، ކނުްފނުީގެ މަޢލުޫމާތު )ކުންފުނީގެ ޕްރފޮައިލ 

  ނަނބްަރު( ނުކުނފްުނީގެ ފަރތާުން މޢުާމަލާތު ކުރާނޭ ފަރާތުގެ ނނަް، މަޤާމު އަދި ފޯ ކޮޕީ، މިމަސައްކަތުގައި
 ްކށޮްފައިވާނަމަ މަސައްކަތް ކުރިކަމގުެ ލިޔުން ކުރިން މިފަދަ މަސައްކަތެއ 
 

 ބީލނަް ހޅުވުނުް 

ފް އޮމނިިސޓްްރީ ގއަި  13:00ދުވަހގުެ  އނަގްރާަ ވާ  19 ސޕެޓްމެބްރަ 2017 ބލީަން ހުޅުވުމަށް ހަމަޖހެިފައިވަނީ 
 .ޒިރުގައެވެހާ ފަރތާްތަކުގެ ހށުަހަޅުއްވާ ހިސބާު އނަްދާސީ  އނެްވަޔަރަނމްަނޓްް އެންޑް އެނަރޖީގައި މި މަސައްކތަަށް

ތިރީގައިވާ  ބނަްދުކޮށް ވީމާ، މި މަސައްކަތް ކށޮްދެއްވަން ޝައުގުވެރިވާ ފަރާތތްަކުން ބީލަން ފުރިހަމަކޮށް ސިޓީ އުރައެއްގައި
 .ގައި ހށުަހެޅުއވްނުް އެދެމެވެ 13:00ދވުހަގުެ  އނަގްރާަ  ވާ 19 ސޕެޓްމެބްރަ 2017 ސެވުމަށފްަހުގތޮަށް ޖެއް

http://www.twitter.com/ENVgovMV
http://www.environment.gov.mv/
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މާއި، އްކތަުގެ ނަޕްރޮޕޯސަލް" އނޮްނނަްވާނީ ބަންދު ކުރެވިފައިވާ ސީޓީ އުރައެއގްއަެވެ. ބޭރުގައި "ޕްރޕޮސޯަލް" މި މަސަ"
 ތާރީޙާއި ވގަތުު ލިޔެފައި އނޮްނނަްވާނެއެވެ.ހށުަ ހެޅިފަރތާުގެ ނަމާއި، ހުޅުވަން ކަނޑައެޅިފައިވާ 

 
 އނަދްސާީ ހސިބާު ހށުހަޅައުވްނަވްނާީ ތރިގީއަި މދިނަންވަާ ގޮތށަް އޑެރްސެް ކށޮފްއަވެެ.

 ،ޕރްކޮޔިމުނަޓްް ޔނުޓިް

 މިނިސްޓްރީ އޮފް އނެްވަޔަރމަަނޓްް އެންޑް އެނަރޖީ،

 ، ދިވެހިރާއްޖެ.20392ހަނދުވަރީ ހނިގނުް، މާފަންނު، މލާެ، 

 +960 3018301+ ، ފެކްސް: 960 3018341ފޯނު: 

 procurement@environment.gov.mv އީމެއިލް :

 www.environment.gov.mv ވެބސްއަިޓް:

http://www.twitter.com/ENVgovMV
mailto:procurement@environment.gov.mv
http://www.environment.gov.mv/
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                                                                                              Date: 13th September 2017 

Consultancy Service to Develop Video Spots on Short-Lived Climate 

Pollutants  

1. Background 

In the fight to tackle climate change, reducing short-lived climate pollutants (SLCPs) play a 

crucial role. SLCPs include black carbon, methane, ground-level ozone, and 

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and are commonly associated with refrigeration, diesel-fueled 

vehicles, and burning agricultural waste. 

 

True to their name, these pollutants persist for a short time in the atmosphere but can be 

extremely potent in terms of their global warming potential compared to long-lasting 

greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2). Black carbon stays in the atmosphere for 

about two weeks, compared to CO2 which lingers in the atmosphere for hundreds of years. 

The main SLCPs are black carbon, methane, tropospheric ozone and many 

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). SLCPs (with the exception of HFCs) are also air pollutants, with 

various detrimental impacts on human health, agriculture and ecosystems.  

SLCPs are responsible for a substantial fraction of the climate forcing experienced to date 

and have a significant control over the rate or warming in the near term (next few decades). 

Fast and widespread action to reduce these pollutants, by implementing identified measures 

focusing on sources of HFC, black carbon and methane has the potential to significantly slow 

down the rate of global warming.  

Therefore, it was decided to develop video spots on the effects of short lived climate 

pollutants and their linkage with health and climate, and to provide the viewers with an 

understanding of climate and health issues relevant nationally and globally. 

2. Scope of Work 

The Ministry of Environment and Energy (MEE) is seeking to find a consultant for the 

development of video spots under selected themes provided in Section 3.The video spots 

should target a variety of audiences including students, families, civil society and public at 

large. The stakeholders and beneficiaries will be the entire Maldivian community. The video 

spots should be simple and visually/audibly appealing in delivering messages. 
 

http://www.twitter.com/ENVgovMV
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3. Themes 

(A) What are short lived climate pollutant (SLCPs) and their linkage to human health and 

climate change.  

4. General Provisions 

The successful consultant will be required to design and produce the items listed under the 

deliverables section and execute the following activities: 

 Develop and finalize story boards and scripts, with guidance from MEE; 

 Get endorsement from MEE before the production of video spots; 

 Filming of relevant footage, as appropriate for video spots; 

 Recording and/or procuring of musical scores and video footage, including the 

securing and maintaining of copyrights; 

 Sound-mixing, editing and other necessary post-production operations for video spots; 

 Contracting film crews and other services, as deemed appropriate for video spots; 

 Acquiring film permits for shootings to be taken on required location for video spots; 

 Providing rough cuts to MEE; 

 Based on MEE’s approval produce final video spots. 

The MEE will: 

 Provide briefings and guidance during the development of the script for the video 

spots; 

 Approve the final script/storyboard before production starts; 

 Assist in finalizing characters, locations and resource people for interviews as 

deemed necessary;  

 Approve the final cut of the video spots. 

 

5. Intellectual Property 

The consultant must agree explicitly that all components of the works submitted are indeed 

original creations of the consultant. Any intellectual property infringement, misuse or 

plagiarism of another’s work in any form or state will result in immediate termination of the 

contract. The Ministry will not bear any responsibility for the consultant’s use of copyright 

materials and the consultant should bear full responsibility of the consequences.   

6. Deliverables 

a) Concept ideas for the video spot. 

b) Script/Story board for the video spot. 

c) First cuts of video spot. 

d) Draft GIF based on video spot. 

http://www.twitter.com/ENVgovMV
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e) Provide all the raw videos and audio files.  

f) Final submission of the video spot: A master copy (in a DVD) of the following 

materials shall be submitted on completion.   

 

Video Spots 

Number of video spots: 1  

Duration: 15-30 seconds 

Quality: In the highest available quality (minimum requirement 1080p) with optimized file 

size and resolution for use on different platforms such as television broadcasting, 

Facebook, YouTube, etc. Should be in Dhivehi language with English subtitle. 

GIF : 1 set  
*Should be made using the video spots and include key messages where needed 

Size Quantity  

1920x1080 pixels   1 

470x470 pixels (Facebook share image), 1 

440x220 pixels (twitter in-stream photo) 1 

 

All products will be the property of the MEE, and to be labeled appropriately and provided to 

the Ministry 

# MILESTONE  TO BE DELIVERED BY 
1. Provide concepts for the video spot 4 working days after contract signing 

2. MEE agree on design, Script and Storyboard  4 working days after concept finalization 

3. Provide first cuts for MEE review 
Two weeks after Script/Story board 

finalization 

 4. 
Provide all the end products as specified 

above 
One week after drafts are approved 

 

7. Experience and Qualifications 

The consultant is expected to have the following experience and qualifications 

 Minimum two  years of expertise in video production; 

 Related academic qualification is an asset  

 Experience in works related video production in energy, climate change and 

environmental is an asset; 

 Proven technical capabilities in the field of video production,  

 Access to relevant high quality technical equipment necessary for video production; 

 Proficiency in Dhivehi and English language and good writing skills are required; 

 Demonstration of capability in computer animations will be added advantage;  

http://www.twitter.com/ENVgovMV
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 Familiarity with climate change and environmental issues facing the Maldives is an 

asset; 

 Experience in working with government institutions is an asset; 

8. Selection Criteria 

The consultant(s) will be selected based on the following marking criteria: 

 Criterion Weightage 

1 Expertise of firm/individual submitting the 

proposal 

40% 

1.1      Firm/Team  

 a. Experience in video production  10 

 b. Experience in computer animations 5 

 

 c. Experience in works related to energy, 

climate change, environment. 

10 

 d. Experience working with government 

organizations 

5 

1.2      Team leader  

 a. More than 2 years of experience in video 

production 

5 

 b. General qualification 5 

2 Price (= lowest price/price *60) 60% 
 

9. Payment Schedule 

The payment will be released as follows 

a) 50% upon submission of first cuts for MEE review. 

b) 50% upon acceptance of end products as specified in deliverables. 

10. Application 

Interested parties may submit their proposals with the following:  

 A cover letter with a proposal including detailed workplan inclusive of key tasks 

related to pre-production, production and post-production of the video spots.  

 Summary on similar works (experiences) performed in the past. 

 Provide links or copies of the samples of relevant pieces completed to date. 

 Financial proposal in Maldivian Rufiyaa (Must show detail cost breakdowns for the 

production of each video spot and include all relevant taxes). 

http://www.twitter.com/ENVgovMV
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 Up to date Curriculum Vitae of the lead consultant and team members if included 

with commitment letters from each individual team member proposed confirming 

their commitment to work for the project.  

 Equipment and facility: The firm or individual must provide details of production, 

post production equipment/software available with them.  

 GST registration. 

11. Submission 

Proposals must be delivered in sealed envelopes titled “Development of Video Spot on 

Short-Lived Climate Pollutants” to the address below on 19th September 2017 at 1300 

hours local time. Electronic bidding will not be permitted. Late bids will be rejected.  

 

Procurement Section 

Ministry of Environment and Energy 

Contact number:  3018300, 3018201 

procurement@environment.gov.mv   

Green Building, Handhuvaree Hingun, Maafannu 

Male’, 20392, Republic of Maldives 

 

http://www.twitter.com/ENVgovMV
mailto:procurement@environment.gov.mv

